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Big Birds Hit Windows Too
A smashed window. A distraught
employee. A dead Wild Turkey.
In the long history of the Fatal
Light Awareness Program (FLAP)
Canada, we have known hundreds
of thousands of birds to hit
windows, most with disastrous
results. But very few have been
large enough to hit with sufficient
force to break a window.
Unfortunately, due to the increased
use of glass in construction projects,
the situation is changing and we are
finding more big birds – often new
to the FLAP data list – colliding with

reflective or transparent glass panes.
In mid-April, FLAP Executive
Director Michael Mesure responded
to a call from a concerned young
man who worked in a single-storey,
mirrored building in Markham,
Ontario. This building is a familiar
landmark on Michael’s personal and
professional map of the Greater
Toronto Area – a hotspot for bird
collisions. He had visited many times
over the years and found many a
dead songbird. It’s particularly bad
at the back of the building, which
faces a mature maple park, but
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there’s enough vegetation at the
front of the sprawling commercialindustrial structure to warrant a look
around for birds each time he goes.
The Wild Turkey – a female and
species #175 on the FLAP list – was
found at the front of the building,
tangled in vegetation. It’s hard to
imagine a turkey, an awkward flyer
that carries a lot of weight, gaining
enough momentum to break the
glass, but the evidence was right
there. Michael said it looked like
someone had tried to break into the
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Continued on page 2

Correction:

A live male Wild Turkey in his natural habitat.

In the spring 2022 issue of
Touching Down, we incorrectly
identified one of our contributors
on the front page: the correct
name is Kyle Horner, not Hunter.
Editor
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Another new addition to FLAP
data is a Green Heron (#176),
found dead this spring at 200
Wellington Street West, Toronto,
a glass structure with extensive
landscaped vegetation both
inside and outside the main
lobby, a surefire attractant for
birds. The building is one of
three Metro Centre structures
(along with Metro Hall and
225 King Street West), plus Roy
Thomson Hall to the east, that
surround David Pecaut Square.

The Green Heron that was killed hitting a window
at 200 Wellington Street West in Toronto.
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concrete planters and a large,
inviting water feature. To add insult
(or injury) to injury, there are many
free-standing glass panels near two
of the buildings to protect
pedestrians from prevailing
winds. The panels may help
humans but they are deadly
for birds.
Metro Hall has been partially
retrofitted to reduce collisions,
but management at 200
Wellington is still considering
various options. In an effort to
speed the process along, FLAP
conducted a BirdSafe® Building
Risk Assessment for 200
Wellington, presenting an
action plan to reduce bird strikes
and help Metro Centre meet
provincial and federal laws (the
Environmental Protection Act
and the Species at Risk Act). We
pointed out that there are other
benefits to embracing bird-safe
architecture: it demonstrates that
building owners and managers
A dead Wood Thrush under a decal installed on
a large window expanse at a Markham building. are committed to sustainability
and green building practices.
The square has become essential
stopover habitat for exhausted
migrants, with its tall grasses,
perennials, evergreen shrubs, fruitbearing trees, deciduous trees in
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building.
Sadly, nothing has been done to
minimize the problem at this
structure, despite repeated
conversations with management.
After a particularly bad season of
bird strikes several years ago, the
company installed giant hawk
decals on every 10th window,
imagining that this would
somehow solve the problem. By
all appearances, it has had no
effect at all.

Live Green Heron in his natural habitat
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Drink to the Health of Birds
Few of us can
resist the allure of
a great cup in the
morning. But how
many people know
that conventional
coffee-growing
methods destroy
songbird habitat?
Full-sun coffee
plantations clear
native forest and use
harmful insecticides
and synthetic
fertilizers, effectively
eliminating the food
and shelter migratory
songbirds and other
species require for survival. Many
birds that travel north for the short
spring and early summer breeding
season will return to their tropical
wintering grounds in Central and
South America in the fall. If the
forest has disappeared, where do
they go?
Does this mean that coffee lovers
need to give up their beloved
beverage? Absolutely not. They can
choose to purchase organic, shadegrown coffee from reliable sources.
Shade coffee is grown under a
canopy of trees that mimics a forest
and its functions, thereby feeding
and supporting resident and
migratory birds and other wildlife.
Shade coffee farms are used by a
surprising diversity of migratory
songbirds, including flycatchers,
vireos, wrens, thrushes, warblers and
tanagers. Some studies on
overwintering songbirds have found
that these long-distance migrants
can be found on shade coffee farms

as often as (or even in providing them with additional
greater numbers than) income. The farmers, their families
in natural forests! A
and workers are healthier, living and
recent study of
working in pesticide-free
Canada Warblers
environments. And planting more
revealed that the
trees helps mitigate global warming.
health of birds
Your decision to buy shadeoverwintering on shade grown coffee makes all these
coffee farms was on a
desirable outcomes possible.
par with that of birds
If you choose Café AVIA’s Bird
overwintering in natural Friendly coffee with FLAP
forests.
Canada’s logo, $1.60 from every
Scientists at the
purchase of a 342-gram bag is
Smithsonian Migratory
donated to FLAP (our organization
Bird Center created the
earns $4.75 if you buy a 1 kg bag
Bird Friendly®
and $10.50 per 2.5 kg bag). Your
certification for shadepurchase has the added benefit of
grown coffee – the gold supporting FLAP’s critical work of
standard for sustainable
protecting birds from window
coffee. The Bird Friendly®
collisions. Nancy Kaudel, roaster of
certification requires that coffee is
the FLAP-sponsored coffee, says,
grown organically; meets
“Working with FLAP and our other
specifications for tree canopy height, non-profit partners is very rewarding
vegetation cover and diversity of
because it’s a cause close to my
plant species; and supports bird and
heart. It was due to an American
other animal populations.
Goldfinch striking my home window
When you buy Bird Friendly®
that my involvement with avian
certified coffee, you not only help
conservation began.”
birds, you support
farmers and help
fight climate
change! Shade
coffee plantations
may produce lower
yields, but farmers
earn a premium for
their high-quality
coffee beans.
What’s more, these
farmers often grow
other profitable
foods or products
(such as fruit and
trees for timber)
American Goldfinch
alongside coffee,
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Critter Cabs Wildlife Transports
On weekends during the migration

chipmunks,
skunks, raccoons,
seasons, I answer the phones for
opossums, bats,
FLAP Canada. FLAP has its own
turtles and many
team of drivers who help our
more.
patrollers get injured birds to the
As a driver for
Toronto Wildlife Centre. When I
both FLAP Canada
receive calls from the public, many
and Critter Cabs,
are desperate to get the birds
some time to spare to volunteer for
Paloma Plant, FLAP’s program
they’ve found to a wildlife
either organization. For more info,
coordinator, explains that a timely
rehabilitation centre. It’s often the
call FLAP at 416-366-3527 or go to
drive can mean the difference
same story: they don’t drive and
facebook.com/CritterCabsWildlife.
between
life
and
death
for
many
their friends don’t drive. Sometimes
birds injured in collisions with
we can help but, more often than
Gisele Gauthier
windows. The need for drivers has
not, our available drivers are out
Gisele takes her hat off to all
never been greater. We encourage
assisting our bird rescuers. What to
the rescue heroes!
anyone
with
a
driver’s
license
and
do?
We advise members of
the public who cannot
arrange their own
transportation for injured
birds to contact Critter Cabs.
This independent Facebook
group of volunteer drivers
came into being seven years
ago, filling a huge animal
rescue void in Ontario and
parts of Quebec. The original
mandate was to transport, by
way of relays, domestic
animals in need of care to
rehab centres and foster
homes. But requests to
transport injured and
orphaned wildlife were
growing. In the spring of
2021, Critter Cabs Wildlife
Transports was created to fill
that need.
Which animals have they
helped in under two years?
Everything but a partridge in
a pear tree: gulls, hawks,
owls, ducks, pigeons, robins,
Yuko Miki's beautiful cards are inspired by the rescue work she does for FLAP.
Visit Instagram@ThreeTreeCottage to see more of her cards.
jays, woodpeckers and other
songbirds, plus squirrels,
4
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Yuko Miki

her husband were visiting Misery
Bay Provincial Park on
Manitoulin Island, a kinglet hit
the glass-windowed visitors’
centre and died right in front of
her. Naturally, she sent a letter
to the park management and
put a message up on Ontario
Birds on Facebook. The response
was swift and satisfying.
Yuko’s patrols take her
beyond her own
neighbourhood, where she has
found birds as varied as
warblers, a Virginia Rail and a
Cooper’s Hawk, proof that
residential areas can be just as
lethal to birds as blocks of
Yuko helping to lay out birds
skyscrapers. She also checks
Toronto’s financial district, and is
trying to find time to patrol
photos for greeting cards which
Queens Quay this year. Sometimes
are sold at Evergreen Brick Works,
she walks, sometimes she rides her
Urban Nature Store and Birds and
bike, depending upon the route.
Beans Café in Toronto and Little
Sometimes her husband comes
Red Coffee Shop in Fort Erie. On
along. “It’s a good activity for us,
the back of each card is information
to get out for a walk together,” she
about bird collisions. Five percent
says. “And it’s nice to have a second of the proceeds are donated to
pair of hands to help when I find a
FLAP Canada, with the Brick Works
larger bird!”
doubling the donation from cards
Yuko is very active on social
sold at their store. Yuko has also
media, firm in the belief that more
created cards for Feather Friendly®
people need to know – or be
to send out to their customers.
reminded – that birds are crucial
The company is planning a social
to the health of our ecosystems
media post about Yuko and her
and we humans are responsible,
cards. As she says happily, “Every
intentionally or not, for numerous
time we work with like-minded
preventable deaths and injuries. She
people, the effects multiply.”
documents her volunteer work and
Examples of her work are shown on
public outreach on Instagram:
the facing page.
@savebirdsTO.
Yuko has multiplied her
As a birder for several years
contributions to bird conservation
before she became involved with
tenfold. FLAP Canada and the birds
FLAP, Yuko took many photographs. are incredibly lucky to have her
She creates artistic images from the
onside.
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Considering that there are over one
million buildings in the Greater
Toronto Area, FLAP patrols can only
cover a tiny percentage and we
tend to focus on mirrored
commercial structures. That’s why
we’re immensely grateful when our
volunteers take it upon themselves
to patrol condominium or
apartment buildings or other glasswalled structures in their
neighbourhoods. Yuko Miki has
done that and more.
Since spring 2021, she has been
gathering evidence of bird strikes in
Toronto’s downtown core and
inputting the live and dead birds
she finds into FLAP’s Global Bird
Collision Mapper. Her husband
analyzes the data for problematic
buildings (“a fun project for him”)
and she takes this information to
the manager or owner with the
request that they retrofit their
building to prevent further harm
to birds. Her approach is gentle but
insistent and she is sure to follow
up with building management. She
is usually in contact with four or five
buildings at a time. Her personal
outreach program educates people
who live and work in the buildings
and, even if success is not
immediate, she plants the seed in
people’s minds that windows can
be deadly for birds.
Yuko was instrumental in the
retrofit that happened at the new
all-glass entrance to the Chester
subway station. It looked to her
like a prime collision spot, so Yuko
contacted the TTC with her
concerns. The building now has the
Feather Friendly® dot pattern on
the windows. Also, when Yuko and
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One autumn in the 1970s, my
mother and I rescued some migrant
warblers at downtown Toronto
towers and found that three of
them showed no physical damage,
yet seemed too traumatized to fly: a
Tennessee Warbler, a Golden-winged
Warbler and a Black-throated Blue
Warbler. Living in a 12th floor
apartment in East York – and having
at that time no wildlife rehabilitation
centres to turn to – limited our
options. We put the trio into a very
large, airy cage next to the dining
room window and let them fly
around the apartment
occasionally. All three survived to
be released the next spring. The
one I remember most fondly was
the Tennessee. Soon after
Christmas he would flit up to
the top of his cage, tilt his
head back and sing, with
great enthusiasm, all day
long. The familiar
mnemonic, Tenna-tennassee ssee ssee, accurately
conveys the cheerful song.
As the days warmed and
spring approached, we’d
open a screened window.
Our next-door neighbour, his
window also open, commented
on the surprising volume of bird
song for that time of year, which he
imagined was coming from the Don
Valley below our building!
Tennessee Warblers (Leiothlypis
peregrina) nest from Canada’s
treeline south to parts of the
extreme northern lower 48 states
and southeastern Alaska. In winter,
most are found from southern
Mexico into northern South America
and much of the West Indies. Only
6

Tennessee Warbler
during spring and fall migrations will
you find a Tennessee Warbler
in Tennessee or other
states or provinces.
In contrast to
so many
members of
Parulidae,
the
New

World
warbler
family, where
the male in
breeding plumage is often brightly
coloured, the Tennessee Warbler’s
colouring is subtle but elegant. The
breeding male has a contrasting grey

head and yellowish olive-green back,
while the breast is a soft off-white.
The delicate interplay of subdued
colours is best appreciated up close
in good light. Young birds and
adults in winter are more
greenish overall. Undertail
coverts are relatively long
and whitish in adult birds
year-round.
The Tennessee
Warbler is
among a
select group
of bird
species that
uses tools.
They have
been known to
use small twigs
to probe at
vegetation in
an apparent
attempt to
flush out
tiny prey.
Their
original Latin
name,
Vermivora
peregrina, means
“wandering worm
eater”, although
the “worms”
are likely small
caterpillars, a
favourite food
item along with
other small
arthropods.
Tennessees are spruce budworm
“specialists” – insect-eating, boreal
forest birds whose numbers
significantly increase during years of
major budworm outbreaks.
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altricial babies grow rapidly, with
both nestling and incubation periods
just under two weeks each. Not
counting courtship and nestbuilding, that’s a total of no more
than 24 days of family duties.
Through the nesting season,
Tennessees are monogamously loyal,
with the females incubating the eggs
and the males sometimes feeding
them and later the nestlings. Nests
are well concealed. Parasitic
Cowbirds rarely penetrate the boreal
forests where their ranges overlap.
For the time being, Tennessee
Warblers are relatively common,
although FLAP has been finding
more around the base of reflective

buildings. This species's numbers
seem largely dependent upon the
viability of habitat on their breeding
grounds and migration routes. May
they continue to flourish and sing
joyfully.
Barry Kent MacKay
Barry is a wildlife artist, activist and
writer.
Editor’s note: Barry Kent MacKay
and his mother, Phyllis, were pioneer
wildlife rehabilitators at a time when
there were no laws governing this
activity. It has since become illegal to
keep wild animals for any reason,
except in a licensed facility.
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Apart from insects, they eat small
berries, nectar and even seeds. The
one we overwintered liked grapes
and the fruit flies that ripe grapes
attract. Tennessees may become a
bit combative when protecting
nectar sources, but are gregarious
with other small, avian insectivores
as the flocks forage.
This warbler nests mostly in bogs,
boreal coniferous and mixed forests.
The outer nest is made up of dead
vegetative material; the inner nest is
lined with fine hairs and mosses.
Clutch size can be five, six or even
seven white eggs speckled with
brown or burnt sienna. Tennessees
have only one brood per season; the
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Safe Flight Home is a community-based, public art project partnered with FLAP Canada that combines
participatory arts, bird conservation, animation, placemaking and teachings on how to protect migratory birds.
The artwork, led by internationally recognized artist Fatspatrol is exhibited across three TTC stations on the
Yonge-University line. Tour participants visit each site with the project team to learn more about this communityled initiative and the positive impacts of painting bird-safe window designs on the outside of glass panes during
spring and fall migration seasons. The Safe Flight Home TTC Art Crawl is an opportunity to celebrate this highinterest, community-engaged project exploring the intersections of public art, transportation, and bird safety.
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September 15, 2022, was the worst day
so far this fall for bird-building collisions,
with over 170 birds found in the Greater
Toronto Area. It was also the launch of
the second When Worlds Collide – a sixminute video honouring our volunteers
and displaying the exquisitely designed
layout of dead birds recovered in 2021.
Entries into FLAP’s Global Bird Collision
Mapper included birds from major
Canadian and U.S. cities, especially
around the Great Lakes. Besides Toronto,
Markham and Mississauga are hotspots.
Michael Mesure picked up 66 birds at
glass-clad buildings in Markham on the
fateful day. Monitoring commercial
buildings in that city has been “an eyeopener to how serious the problem is
among low-rise buildings,” he says.
show affordable solutions to
The When Worlds Collide event and
window strikes. The video was
video pay tribute to the birds lost and

Photograph © PATRICIA SEATON

A Notable Day

produced by Kaitlin Brough, FLAP’s
Global Bird Rescue coordinator.

I Will Support FLAP Canada
I will join BirdSong, FLAP Canada's Monthly Giving Plan*
On the 15th of each month, I will give:
$10
$15
$20
$25
I prefer $

Name
Title

Given name(s)

Surname

Address
Street number/name

Suite no.

I will make a single gift of:
$50

$100

$150

$200

I prefer $

City

Prov.

Postal Code

Phone

I’ve included a signed, voided cheque for my monthly gifts.
I’ve included my cheque or money order, payable to
FLAP Canada.
I prefer to use my credit card:
VISA

MasterCard
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Email
Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP) Canada
P.O. Box 430, Toronto, Ontario, M5C 2 J5
Tel.: 416-366-FLAP (3527) • flap@flap.org • flap.org • birdsafe.ca
Your kind donation helps FLAP Canada with its conservation work.

/
Month

Ext.

CRA Charity Number 14074 6736 RR0001

Card no.

Exp.

Area code

Signature

*You can change or cancel your participation in the BirdSong
Monthly Giving Plan at any time by contacting us. Gifts of $20
or more will automatically be receipted; others by request.

Year
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